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PARTNERSHIPS FOR PROGRESS WORKSHOP
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
JUNE 5, 1996
Don Wismer, Canadian Consul General

I don't think it's a surprise to anyone today that there are two factors coming together One is
voters, both citizens and business, who are telling governments at all levels that they would like
governments to spend less money, and spend it more wisely which is putting stress on

governments at all levels At the same time there's a greater awareness and realization of the

importance of the environment and sustainable development amongst all levels of citizens and
business,
'
Today we are at a very important stage in that the Stage 2 of the Detroit River Remedial Action
Plan (RAP) is just about completed and we are ready to move on to Stage 3, which is
implementation. In other words, the problems have been identi ed, the remedial actions have
been identi ed and the problem in the future is how we go forward and correct those problems,
which involve very large expenditures. I think the reason for the meeting today is to bring all of
the stakeholders together and just have a very open discussion and look at some ofthe success
stories around this area of which there are several with respect to outreach. We also want to
involve everybody and determine how we can obtain our goals when governments will still need

to retain the lead but they might not be able to put in as much money as in the past. No
government is going to get out. of the remediation business, but it seems there is a need for
greater community involvement if we are going to truly make progress.

Mayor Dennis Archer, City of Detroit

Thank you very much. I m delighted to be here for the Partnerships for Progress and I want to
congratulate all of you for coming here. Since you want to be able to help me get back to the
pristine values that we had as it relates to the water and water quality, I'm certain everybody
brought their check books with them and you can just make that out to the City of Detroit.

The City of Detroit is committed to improving the quality of the water ofDetroit and the Rouge
Rivers. I don't think it's any secret that my administration has directed our planners of the City

to return the waterfront to our citizens of Detroit, That is to say we want to make sure that we
always have public access to our water, while at the same time building all around it and

providing unique opportunities. I've o en said that the City of Detroit has the world's best
underdeveloped waterfront in America. We will begin to develop that and I would not be

surprised'to see it beginning to unfold in the next year or two given what has taken place recently
with the purchase of the Renaissance Center by General Motors We nevertheless want to make
sure that the water that we all need and enjoy is maintained so that we have the kind of quality
that we all desire.
We are a City that sits on the con uence of two major rivers in southeastern Michigan. Detroit
has a unique opportunity to provide the planned citizen access. Accessibility, however, is not
desirable unless the rivers can be enjoyed and utilized by reducing pollution. Over the last 25
years, Detroit has expended nearly one billion dollars toward the effort of restoring the Detroit

River to the grandness which is its legacy.

The improvement to the Wastewater Treatment Plant, including themost recent addition, the
$120 million dollar pump station 2A have been, in large part, responsible for the rebirth of Lake

Erie. In addition, Detroit is partnered with Canada, the regulatory agencies and the public in
forging the remedial actions and plans for Detroit and Rouge RiVers and has participated in the

Binational Public Advisory Committee for the Detroit River RAP. Like both partnerships, 1
resolution of common sense issues is sometimes fraught with heated debate which involves
differences in approach, perspectives and leadership, but Detroit has steadfastly remained in the

process and committed to the water quality of the Great Lakes Basin.

Even now when regulatory agencies have reduced their involvement in RAPs, Detroit has
stepped fOrward and af rmatively committed to continue the process to restore the river's water

quality. Detroit's commitment to the Rouge and Detroit Rivers is not limited to compliance with
state and national regulations. Detroit has gone beyond regulatory con nes and taken the

leadership in southeastern Michigan in pollution prevention, Detroit's PCB and mercury
minimization program was developed in a partnership with the National Wildlife Federation,
This program has elicited the co-operation of hospitals, laboratories and dental of ces to partner
in developing programs to nd alternatives to mercury uses. Detroit recognizes that all residents
in southeastern Michigan are stakeholders in the health of the two historical rivers. With this in

mind Detroit has begun a program of educating the public on'how they can contribute to the
health of our waterways. To that end, Detroit has created, published and provided coloring
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books, brochures, and games that can be shared with students, community groups and others.

The Detroit PCB and mercury minimization program is being lauded nationwide as a benchmark

for future pollution controls.

There is a growing consensus that all stakeholders, not just the Wastewater Treatment Plants,
have a role to play in improving water quality. As we approach the more dif cult and complex
questions of water quality, Detroit intends to remain in the forefront of pollution prevention and
abatement forging partnerships where possible and appropriate to achieve common goals.
Partnerships for Progress. Not just words, but actions as it'relates to the City of Detroit. I wish I
could tell you that we have all of the answers. We don't. We are always looking for new ideas, a
way to improve ourselves. But, as the Consul General has mentioned, we do not have unlimited
funds. We must conserve our assets and spend frugally and we must seek partnerships and
assistance from those who frankly have the ability to cause us to be in a position financially to
make the steps where we all want to go, and that would be to the state and federal governments.
But in the meantime you can be assured that the City of Detroit will do all that it can as a good
partner working with everyone to make sure that we have good quality water. I don't know
about getting back to the year 1701, by the time we get to 2001, which is a couple of years
ahead, I don't think I want to go back to a horse and buggy, but I will tell you we'll do all we can
to see what we can do to get there in terms of water quality.

David Carter, Deputy Commissioner & Chief Operating Of cer,
Waterfront Regeneration Trust

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. I'm not so presumptuous as to come here today and tell the

people of Detroit how you should go about their RAP. Fortunately, I wasn't asked to do that, but
I was asked to describe to you the experiences of the Waterfront Regeneration Trust in working
with municipalities and obtaining a buy-in from municipalities and developing partnerships with
municipalities and others in order to stimulate the regeneration of the Lake Ontario waterfront.

So what I would like to do is divide my presentation this morning into three parts. First I'll tell

you about the origins and the functions ofthe Waterfront Regeneration Trust. Secondly, 'I'll talk
a little bit about the partnerships in which we have beeninvolved which go really beyond RAPs,
but do include remedial action. Thirdly, I'd like to describe to you how the waterfront
regeneration trust is going to become more heavily involved in one particular RAP, that is the

Metro Toronto RAP, which has not moved as far or as extensively as all those ofus in our region
would have hoped. That is to say, all those 'of us who are aware of and support the whole
concept of RAPs. In telling you about these three aspects of life in Toronto hopefully there will
be a few clues that you might pick up that will help to inform and stimulate your own discussion
about how to move your MP5 forward here in Detroit.
Let me begin then by describing the Waterfront Regeneration Trust. The Waterfront

Regeneration Trust will be four years old on the 25th of June. It was established by the Ontario

Provincial Legislature in June 1992 and it was a successor organization to the Royal

Commission on the iture of the Toronto Waterfront. Mr. Crombie had been asked by Prime

Minister Mulroney if he would be the commissioner when he retired from the Federal Cabinet in
1988. The original mandate was to ask Mr. Crombie to make recommendations on how the

Federal Government could work with the people of Toronto to support the development of a

waterfront of a kind and calibre, character and nature, the people of Toronto would like to have.

That request came as a consequence of a good deal ofjurisdictional gridlock and strife and
con ict that had involved federal practice and federal jurisdiction as well as the jurisdiction of
the other levels of government. Mr. Crombie became a one-man Royal Commissioner and

accumulated around him a small staff and worked for a year and a quarter and submitted an
interim report to the Prime Minister with a copy sent to Premier Peterson, the Premier of the day,
and Mr. Peterson promptly asked Mr. Crombie if he would also then carry out a complementary
mandate for the Province of Ontario. So the Royal Commissionbecame a dual federal,

provincial Royal Commission. This was the rst time in Canadian history that two levels of
government had come together to give a single Royal Commission a double mandate of this

kind. It was quite a unique kind of an appointment. The Royal Commission submitted its report
called "Regeneration."

The Royal Commission's report, like the 1105 work, like your work, was based on the ecosystem
approach. We have recommended that all parties involved in the regeneration of the Lake v
Ontario waterfront should adopt the ecosystem approach, recognizing that it would entail the integration of ecological, economic and community considerations and also recognizing that in
4

the case of Metropolitan Toronto there are four levels of government involved as well as a

multiplicity of community and private sector organizations and, indeed, individual property

owners and citizens. So the work of the Royal Commission was heavily based on the ecosystem
approach and we ended with a prescription for the Toromo waterfront that recommended the
application of nine principles. We suggested that the Ontario waterfront should become clean,

green, connected, open, accessible, usable, diverse, a ordable and attractive. Back in 1992 we
weren t looking at the restructuring of government. Instead we got to that issue and we said all
government should work together and work individually and work in collaboration with other
partners in order to apply these principles. So the Premier of the day, Mr. Rae, from 'yet another
political party, asked Mr. Crombie's recommendations on how to carry the work forward and Mr.
' Crombie said, it. involves all the municipalities along the waterfront and many provincial
ministries and agencies, many federal ministries and agencies and, of course, all those who have

private interests on the waterfront. All of them should be aware of these principles, all of them

should try to apply them when the opportunity arises. Imbedded in those recommendations, of

course, and imbedded in those principles, was the whole notion of support for RAPs.

It was proposed that there should be an organization to help carry the work forward, but that
organization wouldn't need any power or any authority. The bureaucrats that the Premier hadsent to do the negotiations that would lead to the establishment of this new body were astounded.
They said how can you hope to accomplish this work without authority. Our response was, this
is the only way in which we can do it because there is already such a division of power and

responsibility among the governments and agencies that further fracturing it will only make

matters worse not better, So what we need is an agency that can help bring parties together. An
agency that can look at the situation objectively and can try and assemble the critical mass of
energy and action and purpose to get things done on the waterfront. Whether those things be

environmental or economic or, as we prefer'to think of them, integrated, so that both the

environmental and economic considerations and the social considerations as well are taken into
account. So we recommended the establishment of a small body that would essentially be a.
broker for the waterfront and ultimately the Premier and the legislature accepted that advice and
created the Waterfront Regeneration-Trust.
'

It was established as a small crown corporation which is a corporation at arm's length from

government. Initially it was given no real form, but we established as a priority that our number

one task should be to open up access along the waterfront for all the people. So we spent our

rst three years as a Trust working to develop a plan to bring accessto the waterfront in the form
of a waterfront trail. A waterfront trail that would stretch along the waterfront initially from

Hamilton Bay to Trenton, and now more recently, we have moved into the Niagara region and
we are coming close to the United States and we're hoping that you are going to link up with us.

We're talking to New York, New York Seaway, so that we will be able to link all around the lake

and to other trails internationally.

That trail now exists, it was built within three years. It is 325 kilometres long. We're extending
another 60 to 100 kilometres so that one can navigate from Niagara Falls to the CN Tower. Then
we are also moving eastward towards Kingston where we will be able to link up with the St.

Lawrence part and hence via the St. Lawrence Seaway connect to the Quebec border. This may
sound like a small simple thing, but in fact it is a wonderful project because it can be broken up
into many small elements andvbroken up into chunks that are manageable and doable by
individual municipalities, individual communities, and can also be carried out and implemented
in such a way that it re ects the diversity of those communities along the Canadian shore of

Lake Ontario. It can also respect private property rights. We started with a few small

demonstration projects and we were able to obtain some money from the province and then

obtain a buy-in 'om a number of municipalities

In the rst year we perhaps carried out half a dozen projects. Once other municipalities began to

see what was happening there was a tremendous surge in momentum as other municipalities
thought that they could join in this too and that they had components and elements and
opportunities that they wanted to include in this initiative. So within three years we had
expended close to $36,000,000 in construction of this trail. There's some 44 municipalities, local
governments and regional governments in that area with whom we are working.

Projects on the trail include a tremendous diversity, from restoration of sh habitat, restoration
of wetlands, restoration of forest cover through to building the pathway, the trail, to bridges, to
celebrating the history and the culture of the various communities through which the trail passes.
And so it is beginning to symbolize the importance of partnership in bringing about the
restoration and the regeneration of the Lake Ontario waterfront and thereby contributing to the
restoration and regeneration of the whole of the Great Lakes.
So that was one of the early projects in which the Waterfront Regeneration Trust was involved.
We have to show quickly that we were not just a Royal Commission that could make good
recommendations, but we had to show that the recommendations could be converted into reality.
Therefore, we had to change ourselves and change our organization in order to accomplish that
fact. It could have been done by others, and in part it is being done by others without any
reference to the Trust. Having spent three years doing that, we then in the last year have now
rede ned our mission once again. We now take as our mission to bring people, ideas and money

together for the regeneration of the Lake Ontario waterfront.

What do we have to offer in this regard? Well, as I mentioned, we have no power, we have no

authority, we are a broker, we are a facilitator. We may be an advocate from time to time and

sometimes we are a proponent or an opponent, but we take that as our mission to try and
assemble the critical mass of people, investment and ideas to execute the regeneration of the
Toronto waterfront. To do that completely may take ve years, may take 10 years, may take 20

years. We are looking at the year 2000, we are looking at the year 2008 and we are asking
.
ourselves what can be accomplished, who can contribute, who can be a partner, in order to carry

' out extensive action along this whole Lake Ontario waterfront.

So we have been involved in the whole conception of partnerships right from the beginning of
the existence of the Trust. We are living in an era of immense change. All of us are affected by

it everyday of the week. Like you, I wake up every morning and hope I still have a job. When I

get to the office and I nd it's still there, I rejoice and ask what I can accomplish for the rest of
this day andthe rest of this week. We are working in a provincial media, provincial
environment, where there is huge change and transition going on and we recognize that the work
that is going on has to continue one way or another. The Trust, we hope, will continue to be a
part of that So, as we advance from being a Federal Royal Commission, to being a joint
Federal-Provincial Royal Commission and then transformed into a Provincial Crown
Corporation, we are now looking at further transformation for the Trust and are turning more and
more to the conception of partnership with the private sector not just relying on the power of
government.
We have been working now for some two and a half years to create corporate sponsorships with
organizations with deep pockets. The Mayor mentioned that the strong, strategic stroke you've
just taken here in Detroit by having General Motors come back into the city center. We are
thinking along those lines too. Not necessarily with General Motors, but with other big
corporations with deep pockets.

Our rst corporate sponsorship is with one of Canada's big banks. This is an arrangement that
has not yet been announced because the bank is in the process of communicating with all its
bank branch managers. This big bank has endorsed and adopted the idea of the Waterfront
Regeneration Trust. It sees value in the logo that you can see there and that sets the workbench
that we have developed, the workbench of the greater Toronto area, and it wants to apply the
concept of community development through all its bank branches. In the United States, you may
. sometimes be critical of your banks. It's part of the Canadian culture to heavily criticize
Canadian banks while at the same time depending upon themvery, very heavily. The banks in
Canada have been making record profits. Only a few short years ago though they were in a
losing situation. But that doesn't prevent Canadians from criticizing them now. The banks are
conscious of that and they are responding in a variety of ways.
One of the ways in which this particular bank wants to respond is by showing very clearly that it
is a bank that gives back to the community. 'So they are going to develop community plans for

each one of their branches and they asked the Waterfront Regeneration Trust if we would

provide advice to them on the notion of how to develop a community development plan.
Fortunately for us they are taking a broad de nition of the term community and are looking at

education as being relevant to community development. They are looking at small business,
they are looking at youth, they are looking at entrepreneurship and are willing to recognize that
projects that integrate environmental, economic and social considerations, such as the kind of
projects we are involved in as we work for the regeneration of the Lake Ontario waterfront, can

legitimately be described as community development projects. This is a ve-year development
I agreement with this bank. We are hopeful that the kind of principles and the ecosystem
approach we have espoused will be applied through the poWer of the bank through all the 350

branches it has, On the Lake Ontario waterfront.

In addition to that, it has also indicated that it is willing to help the Trust look for other corporate
sponsors. So by building and extending our network in this way, we are hopeful that we can
7

attract maybe as many as half a dozen more corporate sponsorships of this kind in order that the
Trust can survive whatever future they may have for us and at the same time we can continue to
be a partner with municipalities and with service organizations with private sectors owners
investors in the regeneration of our waterfront.
We have another similar high powered partnership that has not yet been announced, One of the
ambitions that we have held for the iture of the central Toronto waterfront, which is the part of
our waterfront that has suffered the greatest amount of environmental abuse over the last

generation, but which also holds the greatest amount of economic promise and potential for the

next generation, is to remove the elevated Gardner Expressway. This is an eight kilometre long
expressway that divides the city from the waterfront. It divides the nancial district from the

waterfront It is a psychological barrier for many, many Torontonians because they tend to know
the geography north of the elevated expressway very well, but they tendto think of the
waterfront as being a foreign territory and they don't go down there. They think of it as being an
area which they may only visit occasionally. So they are not using the waterfront as illy as they
possibly could.
We have forged an alliance with a consortium that is now putting in place the largest single
construction contract ever carried out in Canada, an over $900,000,000 contract with a
consortium of road construction companies, banks, and nance companies to examine the

prospect of the private sector taking down the elevated Gardner Expressway. If this feasibility
study works out and the news so far looks very promising, this will be a master stroke, perhaps
equivalent to bringing GM back to the Renaissance Center. It will be a master stroke for moving
forward the regeneration of the waterfront in a very, very substantial way environmentally and
economically. It will create a whole new series of street addresses and open up a whole new
array of investment opportunities across the central waterfront. Even before that happens we can
see today something in the order of 2 billion dollars as an investment on the horizon along the
central Toronto waterfront.
One of the biggest barriers to releasing and capturing that full potential is a problem we have,
which is similar to one of your problems, namely the decommissioning of brown eld sites. We

spent a lot of our effort over the last four years trying to understand the problem of brown eld

sites and trying to nd'the formula for dealing with them . We have worked very, very heavily

indeed with the Provincial Ministry of the Environment and Energy in order to update the

guidelines and make them work so that they are still environmentally responsible but are
economically feasible. I'm glad to say that the Provincial Ministry ofthe Environment and
Energy has developed a new set of guidelines which we believe will do the task and we've
applied these guidelines to one of the largest brown eld sites in downtown Toronto. We nd
that the application of these new guidelines will substantially reduce the costs of environmental

remediation and providing that the Provincial Ministry of the Environment and Energy will sign

off on the remediation plan, will create certainty so that we can attract investors. We have a lot
of investment interest in this site plus others, and I'm glad to say that among these investors are

large American rms. So we are looking at new investment coming into the Toronto waterfront,

not just from Canadians, but also from American companies and internationally as well.
8

Let me move nally to the question of the RAP in Toronto. I think it would be fair to say,

probably
without knowing a great deal about your situation here, that the Metro Toronto RAP is
_
complex,
large,
very
with
at about the same stage as the Detroit RAP. We are both dealing
And we both
multipolar, metropolitan societies We both have deeply imbedded civic cultures
time for each
have a series of complex problems that have to be resolved and it has taken a long

s and
of our cities to come to an understanding of what the real problems, what the real prioritie

what the real program can be.

Waterfront
As a participant in that process, not a leader up until now, but as a participant, the
program. We
Regeneration Trust has sometimes despaired about their RAP approach and RAP
Lakes Water
Great
the
of
have always been supporters ofthe IJC. We've always been supporters

in .
Quality Agreement, but sometimes the seeming lack of progress evident in our own RAP

around
Metro Toronto has led to us feeling pessimistic. Why is that the case? When we look
the United
and we look at other RAPs in Canada, and observe also what has been going on in
we look at
country
own
States, we can see that other RAPs' have been making progress In our

we
the RAP that has already been completed in Collingwood (a small town to the north) and

now
look at the RAP for Hamilton and we see much more progress is being made and they are
it that
very much involved in the implementation of the process. And we ask ourselves, why is
Hamilton is able to make progress and Toronto hasn't made as much progress.

of _
After a lot of thought we have concluded that in Hamilton there was a narrower range
fewer
problems and there was a much narrower geographical focus and there were many
They
quickly.
more
interests involved. So in Hamilton the partners were able to achieve a focus
had
had a smaller geographical scope to worry about and they also had a situation where they
Stelco,
and
Dofasco
two leading companies who both bought into the process very early on,
good ,
Canada's two steel making companies. When big business joins big government, a lot of

things can happen. When you add to that chemistry, deep passion and involvement Of the

r mix of
community, then even better things can happen. So in Hamilton because of this particula
have
they
chemistry, big business, big government, community activists and a concerted effort,
been able to move their RAP forward
when
Let me conclude my presentation by quoting some words that were attributed to Bill Gates
they
he visited Toronto recently. He said, "big ideas are delicate, they can be easily killed,
them. "
should not be destroyed by those who would destroy them because they don't understand

we
I would submit to you ladies and gentlemen, that your RAP, our RAP, they are big ideas and
ties
should consider very carefully how we carry the process forward in each of our communi

,
because the task is too big, it's too challenging to fail and even though institutions are changing
governments are changing, individuals are changing; the process, one way or another, should
continue.

Don Wismer: Well, thank you very much David I'd now like to turn the meeting over to Doug

McTavish who is the Director of the Great Lakes Regional O ice of the IJC, for the balance of
the morning.
Mark Jones, Director, Southeast Of ce

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality

On behalf of the Department of Environmental Quality and the Director, Russell Harding, good

morning. As he said I m very new to the position I actually started on March 16, so I've been
getting my feet wet a little bit. I had the pleasure of going to Mackinac Island and Seeing the
beauty of that island this weekend. When you are talking about environmental quality, when
you're talking about preserving the beauty of our communities, it hits home. Michigan has
36,000 miles of rivers and stream. More than 11,000 inland lakes'and 3,228 miles of Great

Lakes shoreline.

Our department of Environmental Quality was newly formed in October of 1995 with aneye on

being more responsive, more ef cient, and actually a little bit more fair towards everybody. You

have to create a balance. Mayor Archer kind of touched on that when he talked about we can t
go back to 300 years ago when the water was unpolluted and the settlers rst came and there was
game everywhere. We'll never. be able to go back there and we know that, so there has to be a

balance between development, the environment and recreation. Our department is intent on

helping create that environment. How do we get that balance? By going to the community, by
listening to the Public Advisory Council, by educating the community and what they can do to
help the environment, little things. For instance, right now, everybody probably knows there's a
Uniroyal site on Jefferson that's been contaminated for years. What is that contamination doing
to the Detroit River? Those things have to be thought about. The state of Michigan, as we
speak, is trying to push forward an environmental cleanup fund for approximately $70 million
dollars that would help cleanup some ofthat type of environmental problem.
Pollution comes from a lot of areas, land lls, urban runo ", sewage plants, and agricultural
products. We need your help to make sure that there's a proper balance and that we are going in

the right direction in creating clean and usable water. My job is to make sure that these things
are coordinated in this part ofthe state. In that last 25 years, the Detroit River has become much
cleaner. The Rouge River is much cleaner now after some of the effort that has gone into that
river, but we have a long way to go and a lot to do. People continue to pollute. But I think
through this RAP we re going to be able to see a much better environment and we're going to be
able to have an environment that's going to be suitable for our children.
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Jim Haveman, Project Coordinator
Northwest Michigan Resource Conservation & Development Council

We are a non-pro t organization that really had its grassroots in the US. Department of

Agriculture, back in the 19605. Most of the 320 councils today in the United States are nonpro t organizations - very much a practical, can do, conservation-minded, rural developmentminded organization. We believe that natural resources are there to be used, but used wisely.
We o en work with regional groups on managing natural resources, but keeping the economy in
mind. One of our early chairmen always said that in RC&D, we don't care who gets the credit as
long as the job gets done.
Actually I'm here today because of the Kellogg Foundation. We are in our second phase of

funding now of training people to do partnership agreements and to understand the partnership
agreement process. In fact, last week we received verbal approval for phase three funding and

next week I'm concluding the last of a series of 12 workshops that we've done in the Great Lakes
basin, training people to use the partnership agreement process. In addition to those 12
workshops, we've done a lot of mini sessions like this one today to just expose people to the idea

or concept.

In these workshops we try to explain the partnership agreement process and how it can be used
to solve regional problems. We help people learn how to work better with others and enhance
their skills in working with bOards and committees. They also learn how to develop a plan and
to implement a partnership'agreement process. Actually, partnership agreements are not new to
Detroit. A year ago I was in town for a couple of meetings with the Detroit River Greenways
partnership. That too is international and I really encourage you folks to think about working
i
v
across the river together on things like that Greenway.
The partnership agreement process is really an innovative empowering technique that provides
local voluntary solutions to complex problems. The formal de nition of a partnership agreement
is a concise document that unifies diverse groups around a common cause or project. The
agreement also initiates a process that uses the Partnership Agreement Steering Committee to
make decisions and goals and activities to the partnership, so it relies very strongly on the

players, the partners, the organizations that sign on to this agreement being involved in what s
'
'
going to happen,

During the break somebody asked me about this partnership agreement process and asked if they

were standard. Absolutely not. Every one is different. Why? Because it relies on local people

,to drive the partnership agreement process. We, of course, believe that's what makes them really
effective and really something that can change the future of various projects or organizations.

I can never overemphasize the importance of your common ground philosophy. That is what

drives the partnership agreement process. In the Grand Traverse Bay watershed initiative, the
common ground is water quality and quality oflife. If you look at their brochure later on you are
going to see a lot of the principles that I've talked about emphasized. On the back you see the
11

130 partners listed there together. You see the various logos. You see the common ground

statement in there. As you look through the inside you see examples. You see recognition of the

various roles that partners play. This is a good example, I think, to show what partnership
agreements can do. On the other hand, this is what I would call a large partnership agreement.

Most of the ones that we work with involve nine to 30 organizations, not a 130 like that one.

But, again, common ground is really essential. Early on, when you are working with a diverse

amount of groups, common ground is very small. But after you work with people longer, trust
levels grow, people feel more comfortable with each other and work more with each other and
common ground grows.

The partnership agreement process encourages people to compromise and encourages them to
disagree. What I mean by that is that more and more in today's world we are recognizing that we
don't have to agree on everything in order for organizations to work together. A partnership
agreement process helps folks focus on the area that they can work together on, recognizing that
they don't have to be friends in all aspects of life. That doesn't sound like the old way of doing
business.

I think an effective partnership agreement does a lot of things. It encourages communication.
Although we are supposedly living in the communication era, in reality, communication is still
the problem. Many times we just do not get the opportunity to share ideas, to discuss good
ideas, and-to help each other see where we can work more together.

E ectiVe partnership agreements build trust. Why? Because as people work with each other, as
.
people learn to know each other, they start trusting each other and recognizing that they can
depend on organizations to do things that otherwise maybe they would not count on. Partnership
agreements really do help tndraising. In every partnership agreement I've been involved with,
money has not been a problem, As people work together dealing with funding a number of
things happen. Energy is created, positive energy, People like that and it draws more people to

the partnership. Inef ciency and duplication are eliminated. Trust me folks, there's a lot of that
in the. world yet. And there's just a lot of little things that really help bring more money together.

In some cases it may not be a lot more dollars, but it is used much more effectively, much more e iciently.
'
Partnerships require planning. They set priorities and they talk about if we want to get from here
to there four years from now, what do we have to do neXt year? The point I'm trying to make is

they engage and satisfy both the planners and the doers, and it really becomes an effective way

to moveit forward. Partnership agreement documents are concise. Why? Because if they were
written by a lawyer nobody would agree to sign them. They are one page, two page documents
that talk about the common ground. It's not legally binding. Again, lawyers get nervous when

they see our partnership agreements. But they are not legal documents. They are a kind of
friendly handshake type of agreement.

It enhances local leadership skills. In urban areas that is not much of a problem. You have a lot
ofpeople with good leadership skills. In rural America, in rural-Michigan partnership
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agreements are very effective ways to bring some local people into decision making positions

and train them and teach them leadership skills. It also makes the partners accountable. When

people sit around a table and make decisions and commitments there's a sense of accountability.
Sometimes agencies are a little hesitant to sign on to partnership agreements and the one thing I

should mention is the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality has been very supportive
of us in providing support to use the partnership agreement process to run projects. So that
agency has been comfortable with the partnership agreement concept, but some are not. But

, once they get used to participating and being involved with local people to make decisions even
they too, I think, like the fact that locals, volunteers become accountable to do things

What are some of the elements of a successful partnership? Both individuals and organizations

participate in partnerships because they meet some of their needs and goals. Not all partners
participate equally. Why? Because their stakes differ. As goals are prioritized and as you work

on projects, some partners rise to the forefront to accomplish something and then as the goals
change the partners change. It works out very well. You involve people where they are best
equipped, where they do the best job, and again, it becomes a real practical way to maintain
momentum. Partners are active in meeting goals. Why? Because they help set the goals.
Partners relate openly and respectfully. Partnerships, by and large, get people to start talking
about these common goals, putting aside these old agendas, or what happened five years ago and
focussing on what the resource needs are. And for that reason they become very effective.
Periodic meetings with published minutes encourages participation. It keeps people involved. It
keeps people tied into the partnership to the project and informed of its progress.
Clear nancial reporting is-essential. Many times much of the money is handled by the
individual partners. Because they are doing a particular task that they are well suited for and that
they have done in the past. But if the partnership has its own money, there should be clear

documentation of how it is spent. There's good publicity and recognition of all partners

contribution. Many times it's some of the smaller partners that in some cases get more than their

fair share of recognitiOn. It is important in partnership agreements to have people receive

recognition for what they are doing well. It also centralizes administrative responsibility in a
vested facilitator.
Recently'l read an editorial. The author was discussing about "old think" versus "new think."
She was talking about her teenage kids at home and what they think of Mom and Dad and the old
way of doing business. I believe the "old think" way is how we used to work, where it's us
versus them. I think the "new think" is partnerships Where we are in this together. Where we
do have the ability of recognizing where we agree, working beyond political boundaries, where
needed. And, of course, a lot of our regional issues require us to do that. But I'think the "new

think" is partnership agreements and I do think they have the option to take us where maybe

regulations could never have gotten us. Don't get me wrong, I think we needed the regulations to
clean up some of the environmental problems that we had, but I really challenge you, especially

when you think about non-point source pollution, to consider partnerships. I believe that
partnerships like the Grand Traverse Bay watershed initiative .are the kinds ofthings that are
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going to help us "new think" ways to solutions that we havejust not been able to deal with under
some old models.
-
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Mayor Michael Hurst, City of Windsor

Twenty-five years ago, the City of Windsor adopted an of cial ag and an o icial crest carrying

symbolism on both which is very appropriate to what we are discussing here today. Now, the
ag depicts a white bar extending from the bottom le hand corner to the top right hand corner
across a blue eld. The City ofWindsor crest is in the upper left comer, while a rose, to
designate our slogan as the'City of Roses, is at the lower right, The signi cance of the white bar
across a blue eld is that it represents our city as being in the centre of the St, Lawrence Seaway
System The blue eld, of course, indicates the waters of the Detroit River itself, as I said, most
appropriate for this Partnerships for Progress Seminar today. I also mention the City of Windsor
crest which bears the following slogan -- the river and the land sustain us.

Ladies and gentlemen, the City of Windsor, Ontario, Canada, is practically and symbolically
associated with the initiatives being explored. The communities of southeast Michigan and those
of Windsor and Essex County face some pretty stirring problems in dealing with the Detroit

River AOC. We also face, and we should all understand this, an additional challenge. Senior
governments are reducing or withdrawing their involvements considerably because of nance
and pressure about high taxes. All of this adds up to what I would describe as a double

constraint. The resources which might be brought to bear to cleanse the Detroit River AOC are

being reduced and despite the many other measures which are being taken voluntarily or because
of regulation, we re battling against time.
Many of you will remember that famous book published 34 years ago called, "Silent, Spring." It
was perhaps one- of the rst warnings about the envirOnmental crisis which gained popular and
mass media appeal. The author, Rachel Carson, referred to the limitations we face when she
wrote and I quote, "Given time, time not in years, but in millennium, life adjusts and a balance
has been reached, for time is the essential ingredient. But in the modern world there is no time."

If that was true in 1962, how poignant it is in 1996.

The effects of an unclean environment are no secret: people can see them; people can taste them,
people can smell it', they make people uneasy; and, they make people apprehensive. The task is,
as this conference is being told time and again, is to harness these reactions and turn their
energies into deeds and programs. It is understandable, and perhaps fortunate, that
environmental issues raise such basic questions as how industrial or municipal activity can or
should be controlled. There's a movement in the United States of America and in Canada,

although not as great, to shift the responsibility for such matters as environmental protection

back to local organizations. There are also movements to shift what have traditionally been

public or government responsibilities back to the private sector. Right now, in the Province of

Ontario, it's being contemplated to make various private businesses self-regulatinginstead of
government regulated. We are seeing a whole new and different philosophy emerging, and
nowhere more graphically, I would submit, than here in the Detroit River AOC. The Detroit
River is our most important international asset. We all recognize that, but we do so at a time
when governments at the senior level are sliding away from providing the where-with-all' to
'
protect or to assist in protecting that international asset.
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Standards are being relaxed Money that was once expected and put forward is no longer

forthcoming. Nothing about the RAP for the Detroit River ecosystem is going to be easy. But
perhaps we in Windsor heard an indication of how to make it more practical at a recent meeting

of our provincial legislature in Toronto, Ontario. One of the people who attended declared that

the real solutions to problems usually come from the local level, with some sort of voluntary
cooperation from upper levels of government. I think what he was really saying was that some
of the senior governments will hold your coats While you do the ghting as long as it doesn t cost
them any money.

You know, we in the City of Windsor like partnerships. We especially like partnerships which
bring together the public and the private sectors. Co-operation of this kind can use the skills and
the resources and the strengths of everyone involved and in that way on the one hand lower the
cost and on the other hand also lower the risk of not succeeding. I can give you a couple of
examples ,I think you'll recognize. They aren t directly related to the environment but they do, in
my opinion at least, prove the point. One is how the auto tunnel between our city and your city
was nanced and built. Way back in 1927, it was agreed that after 60 years everything on the

Canadian side of the border would revert to our city and it has. This saved the original _

developers money by means of an arrangement which we could summarize as one to build, to
operate, and then to transfer. I'm assuming you all know about our casino, and I trust many of

you have had first hand knowledge about the land-based casino and the riverboat casino. Casino

Windsor is also a "build, operate, and transfer" project. A er 20 years the actual ownership will
be turned over to the Province of Ontario by today's private owners for the sum of $1 .00. By
now you are asking what all this has to do with thelDetroit River AOC and the RAP project, and
my answer is plenty, ladies and gentlemen, plenty.
The business partnerships that I'm speaking of came into being because of the necessity to solve
local problems with more wide-ranging implications. Would we really still prefer miles of cars
lined up on Woodward Avenue or in Windsor s case, Ouellette Avenue, waiting to board on a

cross-river ferry boat? Casino Windsor is per square foot the most profitable operation of its
kind in the entire gambling world. It has created over 3,500 direct jobs and many spino jobs.

But it wouldn't be there, it would not be there without the partnerships that created it. Now
consider the quality of our Detroit River environment and let me remind you again of the slogan

of our city crest, "the river and the land sustain us." Ladies and gentlemen, partnerships initiated

locally and unifying us on both sides of the international border are the answer.

If the senior levels of government on our side, national and provincial, and on your side, state

and federal, prefer a relaxation of standards and a withdrawal, sometimes an abrupt withdrawal
of support, we must step in together. You know we in Windsor enjoy the word "together." We
have been together with Detroit and southeast Michigan in so many ways and for so many
causes. I would consider personally one of the most helpful, constructive and enthusiastic

friends of the City of Windsor and its surrounding communities, to be his Honor Dennis Archer,
Mayor of the City of Detroit. He has initiated co-operations which had 'not existed between

Windsor and Detroit for a great many years. It would seem that our concerns, environmental or
otherwise, are his and his city's concerns. And my hope is that he regards Windsor and area
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friends and neighbours the same way. You know, we have important and powerful, powerful

allies in our partnership and we shouldn't lose sight of that, and we shouldn't forget that. One is

the International Joint Commission. To me, its very existence is a lesson and I would submit a
glowing example to the rest of the world. Two countries' representatives get together on vital
issues, such as the environment, and agree on the lesser matters, then deal and compromise, and
research until agreements are reached which are acceptable to both. On the world stage perhaps
this is an impossible scenario or at least an unlikely one. To you and to us, it simply works and

that's what counts.

The Great Lakes Institute at the University of Windsor is a remarkable source and a promoter of
action. Its studies of the entire Great Lake ecosystem are prime examples of how painstaking
investigation links the various problem areas into an identi able challenge which can be met in a
systematic way. Partnerships that work, partnerships that really, really, work don't operate on
the famous "trickle down" theory. Partnerships that truly work, partnerships that really, really
work defy logic and defy gravity by forcing solutions upwards. All of this requires networking

and it also require leadership, and that's where the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments
(SEMCOG) and those of us from the Canadian side of the Detroit River come in especially.

Jointly, our plan is to make the DetroitRiver Basin a cleaner, healthier, more ecologically sound
area, without creating unmanageable tax burdens or strangling ourselves economically by
restricting our activities in unrealistic ways. I would quote one especially perceptive analysis. It
was published in the United States a few years ago and this deals with groups of environmental
activists and here again it's the "in uencing up" theory winning out over the "trickle down"

approach. The author says that each group in the environmental movement, "will make the
discovery that its interests go beyond the local level, it will not be a matter of altruism or greater

public consciousness, but of strategy. Well, isn't that where we stand here today. It's no secret
that upper levels of government are pulling back, they are walking away. Sometimes on the

tiptoes, sometimes with de ant fanfare -- from the cost of solving problems if those problems
can be solved by somebody else.

The strategies, ladies and gentlemen, that We must formulate here on both sides of the Detroit

River, already have their roots in our traditional co operation, our respective love of partnerships
and our considerable experience in both. We are not without resources in terms of research, in

terms of resolve and in terms of determination. We know the kinds of balances which must be

maintained. In fact, it's all a kind of grand international strategy that we're all talking about.

Back in 1962 Rachel Carson warned that in the modern world there is no time. We are not all
here today because We accept that. We're here because we think we can change it. And we can
change it by promoting and by nurturing and by bringing together partnerships.
You know, SEMCOG has shown itself to be very adept at this. And you know, so has the great

Mayor ofthe City of Detroit, Dennis Archer. And you know, so has the International Joint

Commission, the Great Lakes Institute,fthe City of Windsor and its Canadian neighbours. No
one person or. agency would join a co-operative effort such as this RAP group of teams without
being optimistic about the results, and I can pledge to you that the City of Windsor shares this
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optimism. Just as our city ag and our city crest embrace the symbolism of what we are doing
here, we ourselves are constantly reminded of its importance by our slogan, which I submit could

be the slogan of SEMCOG or any of its individual members. The river and the land sustain us.

May we together work toward sustaining the heritage with which we have been blessed. Every
good wish to all of you, and thank you once again for inviting me here today.
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Brett Ryan Kauli, District Projects Director

US. Representative Steven C. LaTourette's Of ce
What I'm here to talk about today is what we are doing in Ashtabula, Ohio. It happens to be my
the last
home town, but I happen to have worked in Washington, DC. on Great Lakes issues for
Joint
decade and during that time I ve had a long and fruitful relationship with the International
process
RAP
the
with
'us
guiding
Commission and its staff. They havecome a long way towards

on
' and other elements of guidance and what I would like to demonstrate today also is a re ection
before,
Jim's presentation earlier. I want to tell you at the front end, I've never met Jim Haveman
He
I didn't know his work on partnerships, I did not know there was a book on partnerships
him
to
listening
learned
I
What
presented a template of how to go about creating partnerships,
we
was that in our vacuum, in our small town of Ashtabula, the criteria he listed are the ones
and
approach
his
to
y
have chosen for ourselves, on our own. So I think it's perhaps a testimon
maybe to our approach that we implemented a partnership much like he suggested.
The Fields Brook Superfund site story is a long and somewhat frustrating one Under the
Superfund program, we have had 14 years of engagement between US. EPA and the Fields
million
Brook potentially responsible parties (PRPs). And during that 14 year period, $25 US.
We
Brook.
Fields
in
dollars have been spent. Yet we have not remediated any sediment
story
estimate almost $50 million dollars has been spent in litigation. Now the good part of the

is that they're about a year or so away from construction. That is moving to cleaning up the

Fields Brook, However, in late-1993, US. EPA had determined, and correctly'so I believe, that
the sediments in the Ashtabula River, historical sediments, were contributed by the industries on
and
the Fields Brook watershed. US EPA was about to propose making our recreational river
comment
the outer harbor part of the Fields Brook Superfund Project. I reference my earlier
about 14 years and $25 million dollars to give you context of why that is something that would
is the
not be regarded as a positive thing. However, how else do you clean up a river? Where
money to get it done? Where is the method to get it done if not Superfund? A second key issue
be
here with Ashtabula is that this sediment was migrating causing small amounts of PCB to
delivered into our federal navigation channel. Because of that the US Army Corp of Engineers
could no longer dredge our navigation channel and dispose of sediment in the open lake.
Consequently, they were going to pursue a very traditional approach to build a con ned disposal

facility.

When that decision was reached and it estimated at $12 million dollars, a law was being passed
that said the local governments have to cost share on these expenses. I don't know if that's
tiptoeing away or going away with fanfare, but that meant our local community, very

economically depressed, would have to come up with $3 million dollars If the Corp of
Engineers cannot nd a. local sponsor, they stop the project. Therefore, the Ashtabula River
Harbor would not be dredged and we were in danger of losing our shipping industry.

The third component was Ohio EPA, through the RAP process, was determining how to
remediate this area. The estimated costs were $30 to $50 million dollars. Where do you come

up with that type of money?
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Actually the beginning of our partnership was in November of 1993. I asked US. EPA Regional
Administrator Val Adamkus if I could come to Chicago and talk with the Superfund Program, 7

Corp of Engineers and other water quality people. Bruce Kirschner was there from the IJC. We
put everybody in the room and said, while you are all doing your jobs, our river is not being
cleaned and we are going to lose our shipping. What can we do about that? During'the

following two months we cra ed a concept which we presented in January 1994 to the

community RAP meeting At that meeting Superfund staff had come to town to announce to the
community that they had the evidence and the authority to designate our entire river and harbor

as part of the Fields Brook Superfund site At that point I presented the concept that maybe we

can use a voluntary effort outside of the Superfund authority to get this accomplished in a
different way. That was presented to the RAP. Our RAP was rst formed in 1988. It was the
springboard to the partnership. Without their work we would not have had the core group to
develop the partnership. We needed a mechanism where we could help people buy in and we
felt we needed a more formal organization. At that meeting the RAP voted unanimously to form
the Ashtabula River Partnership. Also, Super ind representatives stood up and said that they

would hold o on a Super ind designation pending evidence of progress, that a partnership was
moving ahead to 'try to x the problems. I believe that to be very unusual.

We moved on in August and we signed a charter amongst many of the agencies, the PRPs, and
local political leaders. We wrote the bylaws. They weren't that complicated. Our charter was a
page and 1/4 by the way, which followed Jim s template
Again, common elements were found among all these projects that allowed us to piece them
together. A disposal facility was required for the dredged material. There were large nancial

commitments involved: It would involve the co-operation of US. EPA, Ohio EPA, US. Army
Corps of Engineers. They were working in their individual programs but there was no cross
reference that really allowed them to see a vision that went beyond their current mandate. I do
not fault them for that, but the fact is is that we were not getting our resource cleaned up.

The advantages of our partnership approach was that we could have a co ordination. We could
hopefully demonstrate an econOmy of scale by doing one cleanup project, not three separate
ones, and have a cost savings. People from the community had an intense desire to succeed with
this, Our goal, as we say in our charters, is to look beyond approaches to determine a
comprehensive solution to the removal and disposal of contaminated sediments which threaten
the commercial, the recreational use and enjoyment of our river, the, Ashtabula River,

Our mission is to nd the contaminated sediments, develop a detailed plan for removal and
disposal, identify the resources, and arrange the nances needed to get the plan done. We

needed to generate and follow a timeline of activities to achieve the goal. Looks pretty simple.
That went from one page to about a thousand pages intwo months. We did that through a '

committee structure. Our co-ordinating committee is what Jim would call 'his steering

committee. We have an outreach committee, a siting committee, project committee, and
resource committee. What do these committees do?
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The co-ordinating committee is responsible for the leadership of the partnership. We meet on a
monthly basis in Ashtabula. People come from US. EPA, Region 5 every time They come

from Buffalo Corps of Engineers, Ohio EPA in Columbus, and the US. Fish & Wildlife Service
to sit and to work with usonce a month and in particular to report back what we've done over
that month s time. Our partnership by the way is 60 members now. Almost all of those members
comprise larger groups. They are not individuals. We meet on a quarterly basis. Our meetings
are open to the public.
The siting committee is a very important committee right now, because we are trying to nd our
site. They are developing criteria for the site. They are going to recommend a site and are
providing the information for the environmental impact statement necessary to construct the
facility.
The project committee is chaired by a representative from the US. Army Corp of Engineers.
They de ne the scope ofthe project and the methods for removing the sediments, What is the
work ? We're going to prepare and award contracts for dredging, remediation technologies,
disposal facility design and costing out the cost share element. It's a very critical part. They

have held and continue to hold public meetings and we need to examine the economic bene ts

When we send this report up to Washington, DC. the federal government has to agree that the
partners in our cost-sharing are viable entities and can indeed provide the nances,

The outreach committee is one of our most exceptional committees which can inform the

community through public meetings. We have a speakers bureau and media contacts, We
recruit new partners and have developed a strategic plan. We are implementing it; (we publish
informational materials) we do not stray from it. Nobody can say in Ashtabula county. in

northeastern Ohio, that they haven't heard of the Ashtabula River Partnership. We are in the

paper. We are on the television. We are out among them.

'

The resource committee, which I chair, is responsible for implementation of the entire project.
I'm responsible for developing the cost-sharing options. What part of the pie should this diverse

group of people pay for? This part has liability perhaps under Superfund Also, the city wants to
participate, as well as the federal government and the state. How are we going to package that
together? We're investigating other areas for nancial assistance and pursuing grant

opportunities as well.

Phase l is what'we are involved in currently. Phase 1 is to develop a comprehensive V
management 'plan. Presently, we have our river sediment sampling completed. We are doing our

preliminary engineering site selection for the con ned disposal facility. We. have to develop a
cost formula. We have to do community outreach. Let me just say that the result of the Phase 1
is that every product prior to the detail design or nal blueprint for constructing the con ned .
disposal facility is in the Phase'l activity. You have to put together all of the nancing ahead of

time because this report goes up to headquarters for the Corp ofEngineers to approve. They

have to know it's a viable project or it will not get federal participation.
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Phase 2 is again the detailed design of the disposal facility. It's a $2 million dollar e ort, It is

critical It is our stepping stone between actual cleanup and where we are now. We are asking

partners to leave their legal department at home and do it co-operatively. This is a very brave
step and it's a very important time, for us right now.

Phase 3 is construction of a con ned disposal facility and removal of contaminated sediment

from the river. $30 to $50 million dollars is what we think is required, The state of Ohio has

had a long standing commitment of $7 million dollars. Basically, the federal government has an
authority Section 312 that says if you have contaminated sediment hurting navigation interests,
the Corps of Engineers will pay 50% if you come up with the other 50% to remove it. So now,
we can package $14 million dollars. With that money we can ask the private sector to get away

from Superfund and come over with us in order to bring in these state and federal dollars. And

with the private sector making up the shortfall, we ll get the project done quicker without the
enforcement hassle and it s a good thing all way around. That is our plan.

How do you put together all these divergent nancial interests? How do you piece it together?
As the resources chair that's my job and I'm not a nancial wizard. But, we believe that we are
going to oat a tax exempt environmental bond. We hope to because the PRPs hopefully will be
in the voluntary mode. We hope they can come in as tax exempt status. That's a benefit to them.
People criticize us and ask about the polluter pays concept? I care about the river being cleaned

up. That's the bottom line. Our attitude is really to get the job done. We need some type of

revenue stream to support a bond issue and we'll put that in one package and then we want the
state to be our cost-sharing partner. Because when we send that agreement to Washington, and
they see it's the state of Ohio, they'll say this will work ne. So. my job will be to guarantee that
revenue stream. Through probably 30 or'35 separate entities we are going to oat a tax exempt
' bond, $30, maybe $40 million dollars and get it cleaned up at the front end, and make it easier
for PRPs and people that want to contribute. Say I belong to a yacht club, we can contribute
$5,000 a year. That revenue stream may generate $100,000 over the bond period. So that's
signi cant. It's a real way to raise money. We re talking with experts in this field to figure out

how to do it, but again I think the partnership s breaking new ground in doing it.
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Peter Mclnerney, Director of Community Development, City of Wyandotte

&

Doug Thiel, Manager of Quality and Ecology Services, BASF Corporation

We'll review the process of redeveloping an 84-acre industrial site into a community recreational
area. Industrial use of the site began in the 1860s and culminated in the shutdown of various
chemical manufacturing plants under the ownership of BASF Corporation in the 1980s
Subsequent investigations by BASF, the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, and EPA
identi ed areas of subsurface contamination of soil and groundwater. Requirements for isolation
and remediation of these areas were formalized in a consent decree between BASF and the state

of Michigan in 1985. BASF commissioned a consulting rm to conduct a risk assessment study

to identify appropriate uses for the site, which would be protective of human health and the
environment. The results of these studies and the terms of the consent decree served as the basis
for discussion with the City of Wyandotte and the state of Michigan to identify speci c land
uses, which would bene t the neighboring community. The partnership between corporation,
city and state continued as a redevelopment plan was nalized and funding was secured. The
project was constructed and was formally dedicated September 22, 1995. During the
presentation we'll provide you with a general description ofthe site, review the site's history, talk
about the risk assessment.
'
, BASF Corporation Southworks property is an 84 acre site located directly south of downtown
Wyandotte about 10 miles downriver from the City of Detroit, For over 100 years the property
had been used to produce a wide variety of chemicals in other operations. The location of the
site on a major commercial waterway between Detroit and Toledo led to its early development as
industrial property.
'
Over the year a wide variety of chemicals were manufactured at the site. All operations at the
site were phased out by BASF by the late 19705 early 1980s. A demolition was initiated at that
time. By 1990, all structures had been razed leaving only foundations and paved areas which
were then covered with a six to 12-inch layer of clay soil to grade the surface.

Shortly after the site demolitions activity started, the US. EPA, and Michigan Department of

Natural Resources (DNR), expressed concern over possible obntamination at the site. Over the
next few years there were several studies conducted at the site by BASF, DNR and US. EPA to
determine the degree of contamination and the hydrogeological characteristics of the site. This

activity culminated in November 1985 when BASF entered into a Consent Decree with the State
of Michigan, which required remediation of three speci c areas at the Southworks site.
In 1988, of cials from the City of Wyandotte and BASF met to discuss potential future use of
the Southworks site. The city had embarked on an extensive revitalization program and
considered the site s riverfront access asa potential asset for the surrounding community. BASF
had no plans for the redevelopment of the site for industrial purposes and was therefore willing
to discuss other possible uses for the site. After considerable discussion it was agreed that
additional analysis of the site's environmental condition was needed before appropriate uses
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could be identi ed. As a result BASF commissioned an environmental consulting rm to
conduct a comprehensive risk assessment study. The speci c objectives of this investigation
were identi ed as environmental and human health concerns: Identify the contaminants;
characterize the contaminants; de ne each kind of contamination; evaluate exposure and the

routes of exposure; the populations at risk; and de ne the land use potential

The most important cOnclusion of the risk assessment study was that current conditions of the
property did not adversely affect human health or the environment. In other words, corrective
actions to date were effective in preventing exposure and toxic effects from the contaminants of
concern. Further, with appropriate management techniques, contamination on the site would not
prohibit the safe use of the property. This risk assessment identi ed dermal contact with
contaminated soil as the primary potential exposure pathway of concern. It was concluded that

most of the site could be used for a variety of purposes if the dermal exposure pathway was

minimized or eliminated. This objective could be accomplished by further isolating the
contamination by placement of additional soil or paving and by limiting the time individuals
were on site. Major excavations into the subsurface were strongly discouraged because of the
likelihood of encountering contaminated soils and exposing workers to the potential hazards of
such activities. Additional constraints speci ed in the Consent Decree that any future use could
not compromise the effectiveness of the groundwater extraction systems.
The risk assessment study was completed in January 1991. Potential uses for the property based
on the city's zoning classes were summarized as shown on this. map of the site. Note that the two
extraction systems are designated as "Green Space" on this diagram. This was done to ensure
that BASF would have continued access to the systems to perform necessary monitoring and
maintenance work on the systems without interfering with other uses of the site, The two areas
designated as parking, represent areas of higher concentrations of heavy metals and organics
where it was most important to avoid dermal contact. As the redevelopment plans progressed
the northern area did become the location of a parking lot and the southern area became the

location of hills, using more than 12 feet of clean soil.

Based on the results and recommendations of the study, BASF and the City of Wyandotte began

to work on a redevelopment plan for the site, concentrating upon recreational uses. One of the

rst steps was to identify and notify prospective stakeholders. Through 1992, several workshop
sessions co-ordinated by William Johnson, a consultant to the city, were held to identify
potential projects. These workshops included representatives from the City of Wyandotte,
BASF, DNR, and local residents, Additional meetings were held with DNR representatives to

ensure that the conceptual design for site would be consistent with the health and environmental
objectives. There should be minimal. potential for dermal exposure to subsurface contamination
by the construction Workers and ultimate users of the site.

To provide the aesthetic features desired in the redevelopment site, a new land surface would be

required. It should be provided by bringing additional ll onto the site, opposite of all the

dredging you're talking about. This should be provided by bringing additional ll to change the

at grade to a rolling terrain, Final plans called for approximately.600,000 cubic yards of soil to
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be brought onto the site which would add from two to 12 feet of surface elevation over the site.
In addition, this would provide an additional barrier to the contaminated soil as the site further
reducing the potential of exposure, To ensure that the ll soil brought on site was not

contaminated, BASF and DNR jointly established a set of guidelines for identifying sampling,

analyzing and approving candidate sources of ll to ensure their acceptability before they were

brought onto the site. Irrigation and drain systems in conjunction with the grading plan for the

golf course should be designed to reduce runoff to the river and minimize in ltration of surface

waterthat might reduce the effectiveness of the groundwater extraction system.

The workshop sessions resulted in this list of ideas to potentially be included in the
redevelopment project. During the latter part of 1992, a series of proposals for a recreational
redevelopment plan were developed and incorporated that were consistent with the overall
objectives and priorities for the site and within the recommendations identi ed by the risk
assessment study. After much review and discussion, a nal design was chosen which
incorporated these features. The main thing from the environmental point ofview is that the
wells are inaccessible and are still fenced to this day. The balance of the site was envisioned as a
park. We wanted to continue to allow people to view the river after the project was completed.
So the trees and shrubs were oriented east to west so that anywhere on
the site you could look
'
across and still see the river,
Among the recreational facilities proposed as a part of the redevelopment project was a golf
course. User fees for the golf course would not only allow the course to be self-supporting, it

would also pay for maintenance and upkeep of the park facilities on the northern area of the site.
A development rm was retained to work with the golf course architect to develop the concept
further. The prime consideration was the limited space available, about 60 acres. Although this
would be large enough to allow the construction of a cramped 18-hole par three course, it was
decided to design a championship quality par 36, 9-hole course instead. The design feasibility
and economics of such a course were deemed suf cient reason to proceed with this concept.

There were a lot of bene ts to the city, particularly the waterfront revitalization and with a
combination of the neighborhood revitalization, it has helped turn the city around. The State of
Michigan really did come on board as a full partner and wereally could not have started without
them. And, of course, BASF as the property owner, was obviously essential.
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Don Wismer: I want to thank all ofyou for attending. I think we had the right people here and

that as the Detroit River RAP moves forward we will bene t from the ideas presented today. All
of our presenters did a wonder i] job, Governments aren t going to disappear. The IJC is not
going to disappear, nor are Canada s Department of the Environment, the US. EPA or state and
provincial governments. They will continue to have and employ environmental experts who will
be made available to the RAPs. The inding level from governments to RAPs isn't going to

increase, But by bringing it all down to a local level the money required can be found locally

through imaginative local leadership, I can guarantee you that we in the Consulate will remain
interested and involved and try to do whatever we can to assist the Detroit River RAP as it

progresses.

'

I guess I would just like to oat an idea in terms of where especially does the Detroit River RAP
go from here. It seems when we are looking at partnerships and who takes the lead, something
that might be thought of is a "Detroit River Trust", where we might draw on a broad crosssection of stakeholders, try and get a corporation with a lot of credibility in terms of leadership
and contacts and obviously with an interest in the environment to head a group that would run a
trust which all of the stakeholders could develop as a fundraising trust. All ofthe various
stakeholders could have projects with funding funnelled into the trust and then the money
administered out to various organizations and so on that need nancial help.
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Partnerships For Progress
Wednesday, June 5, 1996
Morning Session
8:30 a.m.

Registration

Morning moderator: Doug McTavish, Director of Great Lakes Regional Of ce,
International Joint Commission
9:00 a.m.

Don Wismer, Canadian Consul General
IWelcome and Introductions

9:15 a.m.

Mayor Dennis Archer, City of Detroit

9:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

'

Local Government Participation in Partnering

David Carter,

Deputy Commissioner, Ontario-Waterfront Regeneration Trust

Michigan Perspectives on RAP Partnerships -Mark Jones,
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality,
Special Assistant for Southeast Michigan

I 10:45 a.m.

Break

11:00 a.m.

Principles of Partnering for Government, Business and Public

11:30 a.m.

Questions and Answers

Lunch:

Interest Groups
Jim Haveman, Project Coordinator, Northwest
Michigan Resource Conservation & Development Council

11:45 a.m. 1:00 p.m.

Afternoon Session
Opening Remarks:

"Don Wismer, Canadian Consul General

Afternoon Moderator: Ken Schmidt, General Manager,

Essex Region Conservation Authority

1:00 p.m.

Mayor Michael Hurst, City of Windsor

1:15 p.m.

Ashtabula River Partnership Case Study, Brett Kaull, Projects
Director for US. Representative Steve LaTourette (Ashtabula, Ohio)

1:45 p.m.
.

BASF Waterfront Park and Wyandotte Shores Golf Course:
An Example of Business/Govemm'ent Partnering
Peter McInerney, Director of Community Development,
City of Wyandotte and Doug Thiel, Manager of Quality and

Ecology Services, BASF Corporation

2:15 p.m.

Questions. and answers with the panel of speakers

2:50 p.m.

Closing Remarks
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DONALD T. WISMER
Donald T, Wismer was appointed Consul General of Canada in Detroit with accreditation to the
States of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky on August 1, 1994.
Mr, Wismer was born in Edmonton, Alberta. He attended the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and holds a BA. in Economics from the University of Alberta (1965). Mr. Wismer

joined the Federal Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce in 1966 as a Foreign Service
O icer.

Mr. Wismer has served Canada abroad in Rome, Milan, New York, Prague, Belgrade, Athens,

Madrid and from 1992 to 1993 he was Consul General in Cleveland. Mr. Wismer was the

Director of Trade and Tourism, Vancouver, Department of Regional Industrial Expansion, from

1983 to 1985. In Ottawa he held the positions of Director, Western Europe Trade, Investment
and Technology Division from 1989 to 1992 and most recently, departmental Ombudsman.
Mr. Wismer is married to Margit Wismer and they have four children,
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MAYOR DENNIS W. ARCHER

Dennis Archer was born on Detroit's east side and moved at age ve to the rural town of
Cassopolis, Michigan. He entered into the world of work at the age of eight and worked at a

variety of jobs, including golf caddy, pin-setter at a bowling alley, oor sweeper at a bakery, and
a dishwasher in a dormitory kitchen before graduating from Western Michigan University in
1965.

After graduation, Archer taught children with learning disabilities in Detroit Public Schools for
ve years. While teaching, he earned a law degree by attending evening classes at the Detroit

College of Law. He began practicing law in 1970.

'

In 1985, a er 15 years as a trial lawyer, Governor James J. Blanchard appointed Dennis Archer
to the Michigan Supreme Court. The following year Justice Archer was elected to an eight year
' term by the people of the State of Michigan.

At the time of his appointment, Dennis Archer, a partner in the law rm of Charfoos,

,

Christensen and Archer, PC, was one of the nation s most respected attorneys because of his

highly successful trial work and his presidencies ofthe National Bar Association, the State Bar
of Michigan and the Wolverine Bar Association. In 1984, Archer was named one ofthe 100
Most In uential Black Americans by Ebony Magazine. In 1985, he was named one of the 100

Most Powerful Attorneys in the United States by the National Law Journal and in his nal year

on the bench, Justice Dennis Archer was named the most respected judge in the State of

Michigan by Michigan Lawyers Weekly.

Resigning from the Michigan Supreme Court in late 1990, Dennis Archer joined the law rm of
'
Dickinson, Wright, Moon, Van Dusen and Freeman as a partner, and began to work with
to
solutions
for
search
to
hundreds of Detroit citizens and dozens of community organizations

the problems facing Detroit. In November 1992, he announced his candidacy for the of ce of
Mayor of the City of Detroit. The following year he was elected to a fOur-year term.

Since becoming Mayor of the City of Detroit, Archer, with broad community and business

support, led a successful effort for Detroit to be chosen as one of six cities for Federal
Empowerment Zone designation. He has been elected to the Advisory Board of the US.
Conference of Mayors, President of the National Conference of Democratic Mayors and to the

Board of Directors of the National Conference of Black Mayors. Mayor Archer was appointed

co-chair for the Intergovernmental Policy Advisory Committee ofthe United States Trade
Representative s office.

Mayor Dennis Archer and Judge Trudy DunCombe Archer have been married since 1967. They
have two sons, Dennis Jr., a graduate of the University of Michigan Law SchOol, and Vincent, a

law student at Wayne State University School of Law.
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DAVID A. CARTER

Mr, Carter is Deputy Commissioner and Chief Operating Officer of the Waterfront Regeneration

Trust, a provincial Crown corporation responsible for-co-ordinating the regeneration of the north

shore of Lake Ontario from the Trent River to Burlington Bay.

Prior to his position with the Trust, Mr. Carter was Senior Director, Special Projects to the Royal
Commission on the Future of the Toronto Waterfront - the Crombie Commission,
Before joining the Royal Commission, Mr. Carter spent 17 years in the Federal Public Service,

his last'posting was as Director General of Corporate Affairs for Public WOrks Canada.

In this capacity he was responsible for corporate (strategic) planning, capital plans, audit,
evaluation and departmental administration.
'
Capital planning initiatives in which he was involved led to government investment in a number
of major projects across Canada including the National Gallery and the Museum of Civilization
in the National Capital.

He was seconded to the Deputy Prime Minister s office to deal with government-wide real

property reform.

Previous to his service with the Government of Canada he worked in the City Manager's of ce
in Saint John, New Brunswick, as Co-ordinator of Economic Development.
Mr. Carter holds an MA in modern history from the University of Oxford and an MA in urban
and regional planning from the University of Nottingham.
He has been active on the boards of several community organizations, including the Atlantic
Symphony Orchestra and the Ottawa Symphony Orchestra, and was Chairman of St.
Bartholomew's Church Council in Ottawa.
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MARK K. JONES

Mark Jones was appointed to Director of the Southeast Of ces of the State of Michigan's
Environmental Quality Department February 20, 1996.
Previously Mr. Jones supervised staff who monitored and enforced the state Equal Employment

Opportunities policy. Those responsibilities included overseeing state contracting to ensure

equal opportunity in the procurement of goods and services He also served as a liaison to the

business community to ensure minority participation in the state contracting process.

In addition, Mr, Jones produces and hosts an issues-oriented talk show on WCHB Radio 1200
AM. He has gained legal experience at the Detroit law o ices of Curtis and Edison, Lewis,
White and Clay, and Grier & Copeland, and assisted in the City of Cleveland's Prosecutor's
Office.

In 1986, Mr. Jones earned a bachelor's degree in Management from Fisk University in
Tennessee, where he captained the school's golfteam. He later received a law degree from Case
Western Reserve University in Cleveland, where he earned a Judge Lloyd0. Brown

Scholarship, served on the Student Bar Association board of governors, and co-chaired the 1989

NALP Midwest Region Recruitment Conference.

'

Mr. Jones has been married to Lisa for four years and they are expecting their rst child in
October.
>
Mr. Jones is a graduate of Cranbrook High School in Bloom eld Hills.
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JAMES R. HAVEMAN

Education:

BS, Biology, Northern Michigan University
MS, Wildlife Management, Northern Michigan University
Skill Areas:

Natural resource and conservation issues; watershed, water quality and nonpoint pollution
problems, public involvement, partnership agreements; consensus-building and group process;
program management; media relations, grant and speech writing,
Quali cations:

Mr. Haveman is a broadly trained biologist with speci c experience in aquatic, wetland, stream,
plant, animal, behavioral, insect, soil and applied biology, His graduate research examined the
relationship between shrew and invertebrate density on ve habitat types in the McCormick
Forest in northern Michigan.

From 1974-1981 he worked for the USDA Soil Conservation Service in four different Michigan

locations and assisted local soil conservation districts in grassroot issues dealing with water
quality, forestry, agriculture, nonpoint pollution, watershed management, education, land use and

rescurce management,

Since joining the Northwest Michigan Resource Conservation and Development Council, Mr.

Haveman has worked extensively in a number of complex rescurce management and rural

development issues, In 1984, he assisted the Council in reorganizing as a non-pro t corporation

to more effectively assist the private and public sectors in the conservation and wise use of the
region's natural and human resources.
'
Resulting activities include the Northwest Michigan Streambank Erosion Inventory; Pere
Marquette, Pine, Big Sable, Little Manistee and Betsie River Restoration Projects, Grand

Traverse Bay Watershed Initiative; Suicide Bend Stabilization Project; Pine, Pere Marquette and

Manistee Road/Stream Inventories; Land Information Technology System, Stewardship
Quarterly and numerous other resource inventory and recovery projects The Council has
pioneered the "partnership agreement process" to assist diverse groups in directing these efforts.

The Council has also assisted communities in various rural development activities including
Shiitake Mushroom marketing, prime forestland identi cation, leadership and grant writing
workshops and the promotion of a new timber bridge industry in the state.

MAYOR MICHAEL D. HURST

Mayor Michael D Hurst is a native Windsorite, a proud son of Bud and Evelyn Hurst, who have
'
lived in Windsor for almost 50 years.
The Mayor and his two brothers and four sisters were raised in the Remington Park area of

Windsor.

Michael Hurst attended WC. Kennedy Collegiate in his high school years and then was a student
at the University of Windsor, where he eventually enrolled in the School of Law. On graduation
Mayor Hurst was called to the bar and became a partner in the WindsOr law rm of Bondy,
Kuzak, Riggs and Hurst.

A member of the Law Society of Upper Canada, Mayor Hurst specialized in real estate and
commercial law.

He entered civic politics in 1987, being elected in a by-election held that year to ll a position
which had become vacant on Windsor City Council. He was re-elected to Council at the next
city election and in November 1991, he successfully ran for Mayor.
After serving a three-year term, Mayor Hurst sought re-election in November 1994 and was

returned to o ice by a large majority,

Mayor Hurst has been formally recognized by many organizations for his contributions: he has
been made an honourary member of the Royal Canadian Legion, the Rotary Club of Windsor
(1918), a recipient of the Canada 125 medal; a recipient of a Distinguished Service Award from
the United States Marine Corps League; recipient of a citation by the Department of Michigan
Military Order of the Purple Heart, and has been installed as the 73rd Governor of the Canadian
Junior Chamber.
Mayor Hurst sits on the Windsor Utilities Commission, the Windsor Police Services Board, the
Windsor-Essex County Waste Management Authority, the Windsor-Essex County Development
Commission, the City of Windsor Budget Steering Committee and the City/County Liaison
.
Committee.

Mayor Hurst chairs the City Centre Revitalization Task Force and the Windsor Tunnel

Commission.

He is the co-author of the City ofWindsor's highly effective Fiscal Fitness Policy, which has led
to a reduction in municipal property taxes in each ofthe last three years.

The Mayor and his wife, Debbie, live in South Windsor. Theyhave two children: Cody and
Brittany.

'
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BRETT RYAN KAULL

Brett R. Kaull, 34, is a native of Ashtabula, Ohio, and graduated Hampshire College in 1985

with an interdisciplinary Bachelor of Arts degree in environmental science and public policy.

In 1986, Kaull began working as a Legislative Assistant to US. Rep. Henry J. Nowak (D-NY)
and advised the congressman on environmental issues in support of his position as Chairman of

the House Public Works Subcommittee on Water Resources. During this period Kaull helped

author and enact into law Great Lakes related legislation including: The Great Lakes Critical
Programs Act, the Great Lakes Fish and Wildlife Restoration Act, the Non-indigenous Aquatic

Nuisance Species Act, Sec 312 environmental dredging authority and Sec 401 RAP assistance
authority for the Army Corps of Engineers among others. Kaull also worked extensively with
federal and university research programs to fund and develop products helpful to Great Lakes
management and was involved in annual appropriations advocacy efforts on behalf of federal
Great Lakes programs.
Following Rep. Nowak's retirement in 1992, Kaull was hired as District Projects Director to

freshman Rep. Eric D. Fingerhut (D-Ohio) where he continued advocacy efforts on behalf of

Great Lakes programs in Congress. During this time, Kaull conceived and implemented
formation of the Ashtabula River Partnership, a public/private partnership founded to remediate

the Ashtabula River Area of Concern as an alternative to the Super ind and RAP process,
Presently, Kaull is employed by Rep. Fingerhut's successor, Rep. Steven C. LaTourette,

(R-Ohio), as District Projects Director. He advises the congressman on environmental issues
and supports LaTourette's position on the Subcommittee onWater Resources and the
Environment ofthe House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee. Kaull continues a

leadership role with the Ashtabula River Partnership as Chairman of the'Partnership Resources
Committee and is responsible for nancing and implementing the multimillion dollar project.
The Ashtabula River Partnership was nominated in 1996 by US. EPA Administrator Carol
Browner for the Ford Foundation "Innovations in American GOVemment" award.

Kaull resides in Washington DC, with his wife, Karen, and returns frequently to the Ashtabula
River where he moors the 35' sailboat Muircu and races competitively with the Ashtabula Yacht
Club.

PETER J. McINERNEY
Since 1986, Mr. McInerney has provided administrative supervision over the planning of

residential, commercial, and industrial development in the City of Wyandotte. He is also

responsible for the retention and attraction of business, the reuse of BASF's waterfront property,

the construction of new single-family homes in older neighborhoods, and special downtown
revitalization projects.

His past experience includes working for the City of Dearbom from 1982-1985, and prior to that,
working as a real estate agent. Mr. McInemey has written and supervised adoption of numerous

tax increment plans for industrial, downtown and residential development areas.

Mr, McInemey holds a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Notre Dame and a Juris
Doctorate from the University of Detroit School of Law. He is a member of the State Bar of

Michigan, a board member and secretary to the Michigan Development and Financing
Association, and a board member of the Wyandotte Public Schools Foundation; He belongs to
the Michigan Society of Planning Of cials, the Michigan Economic Developers Association,
and the Michigan Community Development Directors Association.

DOUGLAS THIEL, CIH
Education:
Bachelor of Science - Central Michigan University, 1974, Major: Biology

Master of Science - Wayne State University, 1981. Major: Occupational and Environmental
Health

.

'

Affiliations:

' -

- -

American Academy of Industrial Hygiene
American Industrial Hygiene Association
Michigan Industrial Hygiene Society
Water Environment Federation

Certi cations:
-

ABIH Certi ed Industrial Hygienist - Comprehensive Practice

Experience:

Over 20 years of experience in a variety of environmental, health and safety pOsitions with

BASF Corporation. Currently, he is the Manager, of the Quality and Ecology Services

Department at BASF Corporation's Wyandotte ManufaCturing and Research Site. Over 10 year's
experience as a part-time instructor with Oakland University's Environmental Studies

Department. Courses are in the emergency response and industrial hygiene areas.
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